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Welcome from the
Chair
Welcome to the fourth edition of our
newsletter. As I write my last welcome letter,
I’m mindful of how transitional this year has
been. We held memorial events to honor the
legacies of both Brett Foster and Roger Lundin,
and you’ll find details about these events in
the newsletter. This year is also my last year as
Department Chair since I am retiring after 40
years at Wheaton in June. Starting in July, Jeff
Davis will be the new Chair. I’ve thoroughly
enjoyed my time as Chair and the opportunity to
work with such wonderful faculty, students, and
alumni. Please welcome and support Jeff Davis
in his new role.
We value this way of staying connected and
hope you enjoy this glimpse into the English
Department and the many things we want to
celebrate. If you have suggestions or something
you want to share, please feel free to contact us.
Sharon Coolidge, Chair
English Department

Lectures and Literary Events
“Listening to Silence”
Conference and Exhibit
by Carolyn Waldee ‘18
In September 2016, the English Department and Core
Studies co-sponsored the “Listening to Silence” conference,
a series of lectures along with an art exhibit interacting with
Shusaku Endo’s novel Silence. The novel, a fictional account
inspired by true stories of the persecution of Christians in 16th
century Japan, was this year’s core text and served as a focus
of the new First Year Seminar as part of the Christ at the Core
general education program.
The conference began on September 27 with the “Listening
to Silence” panel discussion. Easily over a hundred attendees,
including many First Year Seminar students, gathered in
Barrows Auditorium for a series of presentations on the
religious, historical, and cultural contexts of Silence, given by
Dr. Kevin M. Doak of Georgetown University, Dr. Hanmee Kim
and Dr. David Lauber of Wheaton College, and moderated by
Dr. Miho Nonaka, also from Wheaton.
“We are given so many angles to tackle Silence...” said Nonaka, after the three speakers
had presented their thoughts on the novel. “I am astounded and excited by the multiplicity of
interpretation....such an event really excites and energizes us, but also humbles us.”
The conference continued on September 28 with the lecture “Silence and Beauty” by artist Makoto
Fujimura, whose works were featured in the Silence exhibition at the Billy Graham Center Museum
throughout the month of September. After listening to Fujimura in chapel Wednesday morning,
students gathered in Barrows that evening, along with many Wheaton professors as well as members

“Beauty matters...[it] is enormously part of the gospel, part of how
we become human,” said artist Makoto Fujimura.
of the local community, to hear the celebrated artist speak on his unique “theology of making.”
“Beauty matters...[it] is enormously part of the gospel, part of how we become human,” said
Fujimura, as he described the unique calling of Christians towards creativity and “making.”
“When Jesus invited us to consider the lilies, that means to me planting the lilies,” he explained.
Fujimura’s specialty is nihonga, a unique and ancient form of Japanese painting that involves
grinding up precious minerals—such as gold or azurite—and mixing them with glue to create layers of
paint atop paper, silk, or wood. A few of his works were included in the Silence exhibition, on display
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in the Billy Graham Center Museum from August 15th through September 30th 2016.
The exhibit, along with the panel discussion and Fujimura’s lecture, gave Wheaton students and
community members an opportunity to engage with Endo’s novel through a variety of experiences
and conversations, extending learning far beyond the classroom into the gallery and the campus
community.
“I have just heard so much that I know will be resounding in me for days to come,” said Lilia
Smith ’20, after attending one of the Silence events.
Dr. Tiffany Kriner, Associate Professor of English and a primary coordinator of the Silence events,
further reflected on the impact of the exhibit and conference on the larger Wheaton community.
“In reading this novel we have been on a pilgrimage with Endo...[and] with Christ,” she said. “And
conversation is the true sustenance of pilgrims.”

Experience Silence
Click here to experience the exhibit.
Click here to listen to a panel and a lecture from the conference.

Spring Alumni Speakers Series Explores
Writing about Christianity and Culture
by Victoria Greenwald ‘18

The spring semester alumni speakers series took place on March 30, 2017, featuring alumni who
are combining Christianity and culture in their respective fields. The panelists included Washington
Post journalist Sarah Pulliam Bailey ‘07, Christianity Today senior news editor Jeremy Weber ‘05,
fashion ethics reporter at Fashionista.com Whitney Bauck ‘15
Sarah Pulliam Bailey ‘07
and young adult author Sarah Arthur ‘95.
The 40 student attendees enjoyed dinner with the
panelists in small groups, getting a more in-depth and
intimate conversation about their respective fields.
Junior Hannah Doan, who dined with Bailey, commented
that the event “was meaningful because it allowed me to hear
stories from career fields I had not considered before.”
The panelists were then introduced to the whole group
by Associate Lecturer of English Dr. Alison Gibson. Each
panelist described his or her journey from Wheaton to his or
her current position writing for internationally-recognized
publications. The evening was filled with laughter, as
panelists shared their stories of failure, success, and writing
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from a faith-based perspective.
Passionate about imagination and narrative in spiritual
formation, Arthur combined her years of church youth development
experience with her English degree to create relatable devotionals
for a young audience, including Walking with Frodo. Her
understanding was that “a story of hope goes beyond the walls of
this world;” the hope Christ brings can be found in all mediums,
especially in narrative and imagination, she said.
The youngest panelist, Bauck, recounted her experience
at Wheaton as an art major processing how Christians should
address the fashion industry, the form of art about which she was
passionate.
“Not only is caring about fashion permissible,” she found, “But
as a Christian, I absolutely should.”
Her interest in ethical fashion and faith led her to create the blog
Unwrinkling and ultimately to write for fashion news mega-outlet,
Fashionista.com. Bauck reminded students that God cares about
fashion, and because He cares she feels permission to care so deeply
as well.
As senior news editor at Christianity Today, Weber is “paid
to talk to people and make sense of the world.” In a time where
the media falls under harsh scrutiny, he reminds the students that
“journalism matters — especially now, when the very idea of truth is
contested.”
Weber also left students with the advice to “maximize the inbetween seasons,” a lesson learned on his way to his current job,
reminding students that the first job is not always the job.
A journalist early on from her Wheaton days at The Record,
Bailey found her curiosity both whet and satisfied.
“Journalism gave me permission to ask whatever questions I
wanted!” said Bailey.
Bailey’s position at the Washington Post as a religion reporter is
fairly new. She used her experience there to advise students to pay
attention to combining “what the market wants with what [they]
have to bring to the table.” Her position as both an insider to the
world of Christianity and an outsider to all other religions provides a
unique perspective to the Washington Post, she said.
Both students and panelists “want to do work that matters,” as
Bauck put it, and these alumni boast combining Christianity and
culture as a space to do that.

Sarah Arthur ‘95

Whitney Bauck ‘15

Jeremy Weber ‘05
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2017 Jameson Essay
Contest Awards
Ceremony Features
Speaker Dr. Mark Noll ‘68
by Carolyn Waldee ‘18

Dr. Mark Noll, former Wheaton professor and acclaimed
author of Jesus Christ and the Life of the Mind, was the
presenter at this year’s Jameson Essay Contest Awards, which
celebrates undergraduate essays written from a distinctly
Christian perspective in various academic divisions. Students
gathered in Blanchard Hall on Monday, April 17th 2017, to
hear Noll speak on the Christian liberal arts and to celebrate
Dr. Mark Noll ‘68
the Jameson winners.
“Today is really a celebration of you and of the integration of faith and learning,” said Dr. Alison
Gibson, faculty coordinator for the Jameson Awards, as she introduced Dr. Noll’s lecture.
Noll began his lecture by asking students—many of whom had submitted to the Jameson
Contest—a pointed question. “Isn’t the pursuit of the things you worked on for these essays mere
indulgence?” he asked, mentioning several current tragedies such as the civil war in Syria and
questioning the importance of academic work in the midst of such a disaster-torn era.
But then Noll spoke more personally, sharing about his wife’s recent stroke and the new
perspective her illness has given him about the necessity of what C.S. Lewis called “learning in
wartime.”
“In a new way, I have been able to rejoice in
common grace,” Noll reflected. He explained how
“I need to open myself to the
witnessing his wife’s illness has helped him to
experience of the world, and
develop a new understanding and appreciation
of modern medical processes and technology.
not just sit back and think...I
Experiencing a loved one’s medical problems
think that way of going about
firsthand, Noll said, has allowed him to learn
about our healthcare system experientially, a way
[learning] has a Christian
he calls “come-and-see.”
“I need to open myself to the experience
orientation,” said Dr. Mark Noll.
of the world, and not just sit back and think...I
think that way of going about [learning] has a
Christian orientation,” Noll said. He added, by way of example, that he has become so much more
appreciative of immigration after spending time in the hospital with his wife, seeing there how much
our healthcare system relies on the work of immigrants.
Noll also emphasized learning as essential to making it through hard times because of the way it
equips the mind and heart—he shared with students “how much it’s been a privilege to benefit from
the history of Christianity at a time like this.”
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After Noll finished speaking, Dr. Gibson returned to thank him for his lecture and to present
awards to the Jameson Contest winners.
“We hope that Dr. Noll’s talk has affirmed to you the value of your work...and the life of the
evangelical mind,” she said.
The winners of the 2017 Jameson Essay Contest were as follows:
Natural and Social Sciences:
First Place: Darren Yau, “How Natural is Natural Law? On Aquinas’s Presuppositions”
Second Place: Casey Balikian, “The Christian Response to Globalization: Work and Dispossession
for the Sake of Another”
Third Place: Caleb Jenkins, “A Christian Perspective on the Responsibility to Protect”
Arts, Media, and Communications:
First Place: Rachel Coker, “The Art of Corita Kent: Psalms of Lament and Praise”
Second Place: Sadie McCloud, “A Christian Interpretation of Picasso’s 1930 Crucifixion”
Third Place: Clementine Kane, “The City of the Lady: Sienese Civic Identity and the Virgin in Early
Renaissance Art”
Honorable Mention: Matt Lindia, “At the Crossroads of Two Mediums: Applying McLuhan’s
Tetrad to Hip Hop”
Honorable Mention: Luke Harris, “Baseball, Radio, and “the Heart and Mind of America”
Humanities and Theological Studies:
First Place: Krista Johnson, “The Womanist Christology of Elizabeth Barrett Browning’s ‘The
Runaway Slave at Pilgrim’s Point’”
Second Place: Brady Woods, “There is Power in Blood: Towards a Eucharistic Interpretation of
Ivan Ilyich’s Paradoxical Death and Life”
Third Place: Madeleine Ruch, “Babette’s Feast as Sacramental: The Eternal and the Mundane
Meet”
Honorable Mention: Ian Kilpatrick, “Another Manchuria? Xinjiang, Nationalist China’s National
Security Key”
Honorable Mention: Darren Yau, “On the Question of Self-Giving Love: Thinking with Anders
Nygren, Oliver O’Donovan, and Augustine”
Darren Yau ‘17
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Sadie McCloud ‘19

Krista Johnson ‘17

Lectures and Literary Events
Marie Howe Presents
2017 Lowell-Grabill
Awards
by Carolyn Waldee ‘18

In the spring of 2017, the English Department celebrated
the work of its many student writers through the presentation
of the Lowell-Grabill Creative Writing Contest Awards. This
year’s judge, Marie Howe, a faculty member at Sarah Lawrence
College and a celebrated poet, read students’ submissions in
poetry, fiction, and creative nonfiction. Students gathered for a
master class with Howe on April 11th, 2017, and winners were
honored in an award ceremony later that evening.
Before presenting the awards, Howe gave a reading of
Marie Howe
poems from among her four collections: The Good Thief, What
the Living Do, The Kingdom of Ordinary Time, and her most recent publication, Magdalene. Howe’s
work is deeply felt and long-lined, profoundly in touch with the sacred yet very much located in the
present day.
“For me, every poem has a lot of life in it,”
said Howe, in between readings. “Every poem is
a love poem, in some way.”
Many of the poems Howe shared were from
“For me, every poem has a
What the Living Do, perhaps her most personal
lot of life in it. Every poem
work—a collection of poetry reflecting on the
living and dying of her brother John, who passed
is a love poem, in some
away in 1989 of an AIDS-related illness. But she
way,” said Marie Howe.
considers the poems not necessarily grief poems,
but love poems, an up-close view of a life Howe
loved, treasured, and mourned.
“When John died, what actually happened
became sacramental,” Howe said, explaining some of the religious motifs in her work. In one poem,
“For Three Days,” Howe compares herself to Mary and Martha at the death of Lazarus:
“I can’t help but think of that woman who said to him whom she considered / her savior: If thou
hadst been there my brother had not died,” she writes.
After the reading, Howe began the presentation of the awards, commending and encouraging all
those who submitted work.
“Craft is a part of you now,” she said. “We are in the free country of art.”
The winners of the 2017 Lowell-Grabill Awards were as follows:
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Poetry:
First: Arah Ko, “Harvests”
Second: Carolyn Waldee, “Magdalene”
Third: Esther Kao, “Artemia Salina”
Creative Nonfiction:
First: Ciera Horton, “Cover Girls of Disney”
Second: Leah McMichael, “And the Redeemed Shall Walk There”
Third: Brielle Lisa, “Yellow Highlighter on a White Page”
Fiction:
First: Esther Kao, “Grief”
Second: William McCauley, “Just Down the Road”
Third: Victoria Greenwald, “This Time Will Be Better”
Arah Ko ‘18

Ciera Horton ‘17

Esther Kao ‘18

“Harvests” by Arah Ko ‘18
No, I don’t want to hear how he opened
You up like ripe lychee dripping

bring you to bright markets under a gibbous
moon. Cake crumbs give beneath your teeth,

From wet leaves. June has long passed;
Festival songs grow sweet on our lips,

the lotus paste lies thickly on your tongue,
so tell me instead, how are Auntie’s salted

And although your belly fills alongside
the harvest moon, I don’t want to know

duck-yolks this year, do you think the harvest
will be good, what will you name the child

how he ripped your hair. Here, I’ll braid
red ribbons through the dark silk strands,

when spring drains the rice patties dry?
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Remembering Brett
Foster
by Carolyn Waldee ‘18

In the fall of 2016, a series of events were held in honor
of the late Dr. Brett Foster, beloved English professor and
poet who passed away in November of 2015 following a battle
with cancer. A year later, the campus community gathered to
remember and celebrate the life of Foster through music and
poetry.
On November 14th, composer and conservatory professor
Shawn E. Okpebholo hosted a faculty recital in Edman Chapel
in collaboration with the English department. The music,
all original compositions by Okpebholo, was inspired by the
works of various English department faculty: Miho Nonaka,
Dr. Brett Foster
Tiffany Eberle Kriner, Roger Lundin, Jeffrey Galbraith, and
Brett Foster. The first half of the concert featured readings of the poems along with the showcase of
Okpebholo’s compositions.
The centerpiece of the recital was the world premiere of Okpebholo’s “Human Moment,” a song
cycle in five movements for a soprano, a male speaker, an
amplified large chamber ensemble, and multimedia. Each
movement featured a poem or two of Foster’s, with the
first movement, entitled “A Portrait with Brett Foster and
Jeffrey Galbraith” also featuring Galbraith’s poem “Elegy.”
Soprano and conservatory faculty member Carolyn Hart and
conservatory graduate Nolan Carter ’14 sang and spoke the
text, intertwining Foster’s verse with Okpebholo’s stirring
compositions.
“Human Moments” also featured a multimedia
presentation created by Wheaton art professor Jeremy Botts
and featuring Foster himself. Okpebhelo took the recording
when he met with Foster several months before his death
to discuss his “sickness poems.” The two had previously
discussed collaborating to create an original musical
composition, and it was this conversation that led to the
creation of “Human Moments.”
“What was even more clear as I listened to our
Dr. Shawn E. Okpebholo
conversation was that Brett was more than a poet: he was
a poem,” Okpebholo writes in his program notes for the recital. He goes on to detail the process of
composing “Human Moments” and its transformation from a simple song cycle for soprano and piano
to a major work that included an amplified ensemble and a multimedia component.
“How was I so naive to think I could even come close to capturing his artistry with anything less?”
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Okpebholo reflects.
The last movement of “Human Moments” ended with
Foster’s poem “Tongue is the Pen,” one of his final works that
explores hope in the midst of mortality.
“if I have to go out, I am going to go out singing,” ends
the poem. The recital ended with these words as well, and
at its conclusion, the audience sat fully in silence. Rather
than immediately applauding, they remained respectful
and reflective, struck by the power of Foster’s words and
Okpebholo’s composition, remembering the life of a beloved
teacher, poet, and friend. It was a beautiful moment of
collective mourning and celebration—a moment Foster himself
might call “a human moment.”
The campus community continued celebrating Foster’s
life the next evening, November 15th, with a poetry reading
given by Scott Cairns as the inaugural Brett Foster Memorial
Dr. Scott Cairns
Reading. Students, faculty, and community members gathered
in the east wing of Edman Chapel to hear Cairns share his work and about his friendship with Foster.
“I used to be pretty sure that poetry had nothing to do with prayer...I’m less sure of it now,” said
Cairns, as he reflected on his friendship with Foster and what he called “the word’s ability to rise
again”—the idea of poetry as a quiet
epiphany, a pilgrimage towards a kind of
understanding.
Cairns read several of his own poems
“[Foster’s] poems give so
that explore this idea of pilgrimage.
many opportunities for us to
Some are explicitly religious, dealing
with New Testament parables and other
participate,” Dr. Scott Cairns
biblical imagery. Others explore the
said. “You don’t waste time
wider realm of mythological pilgrimage:
“Three Descents” recounts the stories of
rereading a Brett Foster poem.”
Aeneas and Orpheus in the underworld,
as well as Jesus after the crucifixion. One
poem is dedicated to Foster, entitled
“Premonition on the Holy Mountain: Remembering Brett.”
After the reading, Cairns took questions from those in the audience. “I have no answers, but we
can hear your questions,” he remarked before sharing more about his friendship with Foster and what
he admires about the late poet’s work.
“[His] poems give so many opportunities for us to participate,” Cairns said. “You don’t waste time
rereading a Brett Foster poem.”
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A Day of Tribute to Roger
Lundin
by Carolyn Waldee ‘18

On Monday, March 13th 2017, dozens of students, faculty,
and members of the Wheaton community gathered for a
series of events in honor of Roger Lundin, a beloved English
professor who passed away in November of 2015. A member
of Wheaton faculty for over thirty years, Dr. Lundin was the
Arthur F. Holmes Professor of Faith and Learning and was
known and treasured for his passionate teaching and his
valuable contributions to literary studies.
The English Department first chose to honor Lundin’s
memory through a ceremony dedicating Blanchard room 323
(the English Seminar Room) as the Roger Lundin Seminar
Room. At the service, Dr. Sharon Coolidge, department chair, explained the reasoning behind this
memorial, remembering Lundin as someone who “had a way of coming into a room and filling that
room with his presence...he clearly was somebody who loved big ideas.” The seminar room, with
its focus on learning and discussion, is a fitting way to remember Lundin and his palpable love of
literature and teaching.
Several other members of the Wheaton community also spoke at the room dedication, including
President Ryken, Chaplain Blackmon, Dr. Tiffany Kriner, student Rachel Rim, ’17, and Lundin’s
wife, Sue. Also present was Dr. Jeremy Begbie, who spent a
semester working with Lundin on an arts and theology project
at Duke Divinity School.
“I was honored by the way he took a less experienced
scholar, like me, seriously,” remembered Begbie.
Begbie also gave a presentation in Barrows Auditorium
later that evening, entitled “What’s Transcendent about
the Arts? A Musician Re-Thinks a Contemporary Theme,”
as this year’s Aesthetics Lecture, sponsored by the English
Department and also in honor of Roger Lundin. In his lecture,
Begbie discussed what he calls a “scriptural imagination of
transcendence,” which focuses on the nature of God as other
than the world and God’s uncontainable generosity and love.
“The fact that God is not the world means that God can be
for the world, in all its broken beauty...” said Begbie. “The arts
can witness to God’s otherness by enabling the world to be
more fully itself.”
Following Begbie’s 6:15pm lecture was a catered
reception in the Barrows lobby. Then, at 8:15pm, celebrated
philosopher Dr. Charles Taylor delivered a lecture titled “The
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Strange Uses of Political Religion,” sponsored by the Wheaton
philosophy department as part of the McManis Lecture series.
This last event in the day of tribute to Roger Lundin honored
the widely-read professor’s interests and research in modern
intellectual history and Christian philosophical thought.
In the lecture, Dr, Taylor discussed the division between
Christendom and secularism and the recent trend of equating
religion with certain political stances.
“Once faith gets linked to this kind of identity struggle,
terrible things take place,” reflected Taylor, who encouraged
students to avoid overemphasizing political and ideological
divisions and “go back to the original purity of the faith.”
The faith Taylor described in his lecture—one of curiosity
and passion yet without hatred—was certainly evident in the
life of Roger Lundin. Earlier at the room dedication, his wife
Sue remembered her husband’s dedication to Christ and the
way it intertwined with his passion for teaching.
Dr. Jeremy Begbie
“Roger was a life-affirmer,” she said.
Jeremy Begbie picked up on this idea during his transcendence lecture as well. Lundin’s life
and work, Begbie thought, represented perfectly the call to represent the theological imagination of
transcendence within the arts.
“He embodied for me everything that a Christian scholar ought to be,” Begbie said.
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First-Year Writing Student Conference
by Lisa Hemphill ‘18

On April 25th, 2017 students in First-Year Writing (ENGW 103/104) presented their research
papers at the biannual First-Year Writing Student Conference. The conference format mirrors that of
academic conferences, allowing students to share their research during sessions organized by topic.
Panels were centered around a wide variety of topics: gender roles, ethical food choices, NASA, the
music industry, and more.
Dr. Jim Beitler, director of the Writing
Program, began the evening with some
opening remarks, telling the students
“The First-Year Writing Student
about the importance of sharing their
work with peers as a way of facilitating
Conference is a wonderful
academic conversation among students.
opportunity for our students to
“The First-Year Writing Student
Conference is a wonderful opportunity for
share and receive feedback on
our students to share and receive feedback
their work,” said Dr. Jim Beitler.
on their work,” said Beitler. “For me, the
evening is always one of the highlights of
“For me, the evening is always one
the course.”
Dr. Alison Gibson, the conference
of the highlights of the course.”
organizer, spoke next, focusing on the
event as a celebration of the hard work the
students had put into the class and their
own research.
Students also served as first and second respondents for each panel, summarizing the
presentations and asking a question to the panel of presenters. Over 120 students presented papers,
and over 60 students served as respondents during the panels.
Freshman Tristan Penson found that the question and answer time allowed students to “illustrate
their passion for the subject they had studied for several months.” He found the excitement his
classmates had for their topics was “infectious,” especially when talking about their subject “off script
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in casual conversation.”
Students appreciated hearing what their classmates worked on over the course of the semester,
and also enjoyed presenting their own work to their peers.
“I really enjoyed being able to share my topic and paper with other people,” said freshman Jacob
Rhoda, “It was a good ‘payoff’ for the hard work I put into it over the semester.”
After the panels were over, conference awards were presented. Students were nominated by their
professors to receive an award, and a panel of judges decided on the winners. The winners received
cash prizes, and their papers will be published in an online academic journal and used as examples for
future classes.
The names and essay titles of the students who received an award are listed below.
1st place: Rachel Coker, “The Rice Cake We Break: Rethinking the Traditional Use of Bread and
Wine for the Eucharistic Meal in Light of Cross-Cultural Contexts”
2nd place: Alexandra Rivera, “Representation and Pedagogical Canonicity”
3rd place: Rachel Hand, “The Band-Aid: An Analysis of the Effectiveness of Politically Correct
Language in American Society”

“I really enjoyed being able to share my topic and
paper with other people,” said Jacob Rhoda ‘21. “It
was a good ‘payoff’ for the hard work I put into it
over the semester.”

Rachel Coker ‘19
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Alexandra Rivera ‘19

Rachel Hand ‘20

Student News
English
Department
Inducts First
Members Into
Sigma Tau Delta
Since 1991

by Charis Valmores ‘18
and Drew Chambers ‘17
On April 26, 2017, the Wheaton chapter of Sigma Tau Delta inducted new members for the first
time since 1991.
During the induction ceremony hosted by Charis Valmores ’18 and Madison Dudick ’19, Sigma
Tau Delta Vice President and Secretary, respectively, inductees listened to Dr. Jeffry Davis read from
his book Interdisciplinary Inclinations: Introductory Reflections for Students Integrating Liberal
Arts and Christian Faith. Dr. Davis spoke on his experience studying at Wheaton, his hopscotch
around a variety of different majors, and why he decided at the end of his junior year to major in
English Literature.
Proceeding Dr. Davis’ words, the inductees were celebrated. Students heard of their peers’
accomplishments and reasons for majoring in English. The seniors were recognized and each person
was applauded.
“We want to break down the stereotype that all English majors only drink tea, are obsessed with
Dante, and only love one certain genre of literature. We want to celebrate the diversity within our
department’s majors, and we hope to foster a community that has a space for everyone who loves
reading and writing,” said Sigma Tau
Delta inductee Valmores.
The event was just a glimpse into
the potential that Sigma Tau Delta has
“We want to celebrate the diversity
in the coming years to provide a space
for all the department’s majors to feel
within our department’s majors, and
welcome, get enrichment in their areas
we hope to foster a community that
of interest, and hear voices that may
have been quieter in the past.
has a space for everyone who loves
The resurgence of Sigma Tau
reading and writing,” said Sigma Tau
Delta’s activity was initiated by
Chambers, who saw a need for an
Delta inductee Charis Valmores ‘18.
honors society and a gap within the
community of the English department.
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While other academic departments at Wheaton offer membership in national honor societies to their
students, the English Department did not—at least not in the last 25 years.
However, rather than just putting the ball in motion to reactivate and leave it at that, Chambers
viewed Sigma Tau Delta as an opportunity to cultivate community among majors and a vehicle
for relevant, unique opportunities for the department and college as a whole. In the few meetings
the Sigma cabinet held in the spring of 2017, numerous ideas for the future were tossed around:
graduate school application writing clinics, an annual dinner for Sigma Tau Delta members, panels on
provoking literature issues and genres, and many more.
Sigma Tau Delta members inducted in the
spring of 2017 are as follows:
Drew Chambers ‘17
Hannah Doan ‘18
Madison Dudick ‘19
Elaina Finley ‘19
Kate Fredrikson ‘17
Grace Gibbs ‘18
Alice Gorman ‘19

Krista Johnson ‘17
Esther Kao ‘18
Ashley Klein ‘19
Lizzy Larson ‘17
Chris Lopez ‘17
Sarah Oldach ‘17
Nathaniel Perrin ‘18

Mary Preston Austin ‘19
Jensen Troup ‘20
Charis Valmores ‘18
Carolyn Waldee ‘18
Christina Zylius ‘18

English Majors Present Research at Academic
Conferences
“Both conference experiences affirmed my research
interests, gave me a taste of academia, and inspired me
to want to pursue new projects,” said Krista Johnson
‘17, on the experience of presenting her research on
Elizabeth Barrett Browning’s poem “The Runaway
Slave at Pilgrim’s Point” at Taylor University’s “Making
Literature” Conference and Monmouth University’s
Conference on Undergraduate Research and Scholarship.
Congratuations to Lisa Hemphill ‘18 for winning
an Honorable Mention at the Taylor Univesity
Undergraduate Research Conference for her paper
titled “Interfacing and Identifying: People as
Technology in Infinite Jest.”
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Kate Fredrikson ‘17
Explains the Importance
of Her English Major
Kate Fredrikson ‘17 delivered the following speech at the
English department chapel in the spring of 2017. She began
by reading the poem “Love Calls Us to the Things of This
World” by Richard Wilbur.
When Dr. Coolidge asked me to speak for department
chapel, I knew I had to read this poem by Richard Wilbur. Keep
it in mind, because I am going to talk about it more in a few
minutes. But before I do that, I want to share some advice that
directly relates to why this poem is so important to me. This
advice comes from Mary Oliver, another poet that I love. Her
“instructions for living a life” are “pay attention, be astonished, tell about it.” This is how we are called
to live, to “always be on the lookout for the presence of wonder,” as E.B. White says.
There’s a problem, though: it’s really easy to get stuck in the rut of routine and stop truly seeing.
We approach the world pragmatically rather than enjoying the gift that it simply is. We become
blinded by familiarity instead of seeing the world with the vision of wonder. I, for one, am always
looking for ways to re-vision - ways to see the world with fresh eyes. My go-to aid for that is literature.
This is one reason I love the above poem. It’s called “Love Calls Us to the Things of This World.”
I love that Wilbur wrote a poem about
laundry - a quotidian chore that is not in
the least poetic to most people. He takes
“We become blinded by familiarity
something familiar that we rarely pay
attention to, defamiliarizes it, and asks us
instead of seeing the world with
to reconsider how we see commonplace
the vision of wonder. I, for one, am
things. He uses ordinary imagery as an
entry point into profound meditation.
always looking for ways to re-vision I’d be willing to bet that many of you
ways to see the world with fresh eyes.
are English majors because you love the
way that literature helps you engage with
My go-to aid for that is literature,”
the world in new ways. Salmon Rushdie
said Kate Fredrikson ‘17.
says that “Literature is in part the business
of finding new angles at which to enter
reality.” In studying literature, we receive
new eyes to see what Dickens calls the “romantic side of familiar things.”
One of my favorite moments as an English major was during sophomore year. It was fall, and
one of the trees by Jenks Hall was aflame with spectacular color. I’d been enjoying this in solitude for
several days, when one day I encountered Rachel Poel en route between Smaber and Saga. I grabbed
her and said, “Rachel! Finally someone who will understand!!! Look at that tree!!!” We stood there
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gazing at the tree, rejoicing in its glory and beauty. The next day in Victorian Literature we discussed
Hopkins’ poem “God’s Grandeur.” Dr. Colon talked about how Hopkins uses the techniques of inscape
and instress as tools to help us recognize the “treeness” of each individual tree. She said, “most people
look at a tree and think, it’s just a tree. But Hopkins tells us - GUYS! It’s not just a tree. It’s a TREE.”
Rachel was in that class with me, and we just looked at each other and telepathically said “well, that
was perfect timing.”
One thing great authors do so well is study commonplace things that everyone else ignores in
order to rediscover their beauty and power. But there is more to it than that. Good literature doesn’t
just reveal the deep beauty of this world: it also reveals its deep brokenness, which is often equally
easy to ignore. Great authors force us to come face to face with the pain that permeates the world. A
good example of this is Toni Morrison’s recent novel Home. It is the narrative of an African American
Korean War vet returning home to Georgia. Through it, Morrison pulls the scab off the 1950s, which
we usually remember as a happy-go-lucky, leave-it-to-Beaver time. She explores with precision and
poignancy the problems of systemic racism.
Morrison refuses us the luxury of crafting an
image of reality that isn’t true and instead
“This is our calling - to cherish
uses her work to force us to face deep-seated
the world’s beauty and to rebuild
brokenness.
The question then remains, as English
the world’s brokenness. But in
Majors, how do we use the renewed vision
that literature gives us? Do we get to read the
order to do that we have to have
stories, close the books, and continue as if
the kind of vision that can see
nothing had happened? I don’t think that’s
adequate. Chip and Dan Heath, in their book
beauty and brokenness,” said
Made to Stick, write that “a credible idea
Kate Fredrikson ‘17.
makes people believe. An emotional idea
makes people care. And the right stories make
people act.” Stories make people act.
We have a responsibility to use the vision that literature gives us. This dovetails with our calling as
Christians to see the world for what it truly is. We know that the world is good, because it was created
by a good God as an expression of love. We can see goodness and beauty in places where other people
see only the mundane. We are called to cultivate that beauty so other people can see and respond to
it. On the flip side, we know that the world is deeply broken as a result of the fall. And we are called
to see the world’s brokenness, wade into it, get our feet muddy, and begin the work of restoration
that will culminate in the Kingdom of Christ. This is our calling - to cherish the world’s beauty and to
rebuild the world’s brokenness. But in order to do that we have to have the kind of vision that can see
beauty and brokenness. Through my time at Wheaton I have learned that literature is one of the most
powerful tools there is to mold our vision. And vision leads to action.

Congratulations to Kate Fredrikson ‘17 for winning a
Fulbright English Teaching Assistantship in Germany.
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Rebecca Fox ‘17 Talks
About the Value of Story
Rebecca Fox ‘17 delivered the following speech at the
English department chapel in the spring of 2017.
Stories are all about time. Time is the fabric of story, and
stories are the shaping of time.
They don’t work apart from time. As we learned in our
middle school English classes, all stories have a beginning,
middle, and end. We often think about beginnings—the “once
upon a time.” We think about endings too—the “happily ever
after.”
We are attuned to endings and beginnings, but what about
the middle? What is it like to be in the middle of a story?
About a year and a half ago I was wrestling through a season
of pain, disappointment, and confusion. I felt like God had been laying out a path before me, one step
at a time, and then, all of a sudden, the path had disappeared from under my feet. I didn’t know where
I was. I had nowhere to go. I would turn around and around looking for some new path to open, but it
didn’t. This wasn’t the first time I grappled with doubt and confusion. It won’t be the last time either.
One day during that semester, the thought struck me, “Is this what it feels like to be a character in one
of my stories?”
Just think about that for a moment.
Imagine a favorite book or a favorite
character. Imagine that you are in his
“But just as the author of a story
or her shoes at the end of a chapter.
. . . knows the purpose towards
Readers love a cliffhanger. Writers love
a cliffhanger because it keeps readers
which all the time in the middle
turning those pages. But I can’t imagine
that the characters enjoy a cliffhanger.
is headed, our timeless God holds
Imagine that the worst has happened.
the whole story—beginning,
You, as the character, have no idea
where this is going. For all you know,
middle, and end—in his hands,”
it isn’t going anywhere. For all you can
said Rebecca Fox ‘17.
see, it’s all a waste a dead end, there’s
no way to explain it. You’ve come to the
end of the line. You can’t just turn the
page quickly to the next chapter or, for readers like me, flip through the remaining chapter to scan for
character names to make sure they survive. You have to live it out. You are stuck in the middle.
This is not hard for us to imagine the middle, because this is what we experience every day. Life is
a lot like one cliffhanger after another.
We are creatures of time. We are temporal beings. You might say we are characters of time. We
have such a limited view, really. Rarely do we get to see the big picture for ourselves. At least on this
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side of eternity.
But just as the author of a story, one who stands outside of the timelines of the tale, knows the
purpose towards which all the time in the middle is headed, our timeless God holds the whole story—
beginning, middle, and end—in his hands.
Writing and stories help us to experience, understand, and embrace our finitude, and as we
understand our limitations we are pointed towards the limitless, infinite, unchanging God who
creates, sustains, and loves. As we experience what it means to tell our own stories, we are oriented
towards the Grand Story of which we are all apart, written and orchestrated by the Grand Storyteller.
To include my obligatory—but fitting—Tolkien quote (one that I am taking from the films for sake
of time, my apologies to the purists among us), I turn to The Fellowship of the Ring. When Frodo
and Gandalf are sitting in the dark of the Mines of Moria, Frodo says to Gandalf, “I wish the Ring had
never come to me. I wish none of this had happened.”
Gandalf replies, “So do all who live to see such times, but that is not for them to decide. All we
have to decide is what to do with the time that is given to us.”
What, indeed, shall we do with this time that is given us? This time at Wheaton, this time of new
things and opportunity, this time of doubt, this time of rejoicing, this time of beginnings and endings,
this time of the mundane and the middle-of-the-road. This time on earth, however long or short it
shall be.
What story do our lives tell? The way
we spend our days? The way we spend our
“But [Jesus] is no ordinary
money, our work, our relationships, our
words? What story is God inviting us to
author, because he has also
enter into?
lived it. He has suffused the
What shall we do with the time? What
shall we do with the story? Will we respond
story—all of time and space—
with obedience? Or attempt to write it
with his presence,” said
ourselves?
It is a question that we must spend our
Rebecca Fox ‘17.
lives answering. But Scripture does not
leave us to sort it out alone.
For one, in Hebrews 12:1-2, the author
writes, “Therefore, since we are surrounded by so great a cloud of witnesses, let us also lay aside
every weight, and sin which clings so closely, and let us run with endurance the race that is set before
us, looking to Jesus, the founder and perfecter of our faith, who for the joy that was set before him
endured the cross, despising the shame, and is seated at the right hand of the throne of God.”
The King James translates verse 2 as “looking unto Jesus the author and finisher of our faith.”
And here, in a nutshell, we have the story. We are offered a vision of the narrative of creation, fall,
redemption, and glory. We are placed within the story, with a heritage of the faithful who have gone
before. But most importantly, when we are stuck in the middle we fix our eyes on Jesus, the author.
But he is no ordinary author, because he has also lived it. He has suffused the story—all of time and
space—with his presence.
He—the Incarnate Word—is here in the middle. Through Him all things were created, through
Him all things have being, and through Him all things shall be reconciled. He is the purpose. In him
what is mortal shall be swallowed up by life. He is the beginning, the middle, and the end, all at once.
As we conclude, I would like to share the words of a Michael Card song, called “The Final Word.”
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You and me we use so very many clumsy words.
The noise of what we often say is not worth being heard.
When the Father’s wisdom wanted to communicate His love,
He spoke it in one final perfect Word.
He spoke the incarnation, and then so was born a Son.
His final word was Jesus, He needed no other one.
Spoke flesh and blood so He could bleed and make a way Divine.
And so was born a baby who would die to make it mine.
And so the Father’s fondest thought became flesh and blood.
He spoke the living luminous word, at once His will was done.
And so the transformation that in man had been unheard,
Took place in God the Father as he spoke that final Word.
And so the Light became alive and manna became Man.
Eternity stepped into time so we could understand.
Dear English majors, wherever we go from here, whatever plot twists or cliffhangers come our
way, when we can’t see the next step or imagine how the sun could ever shine again, when we are
faced with the brokenness of this world and when we reach the end of ourselves, let us do this:
Let us run the race. Let us live in the story. Let us keep our eyes fixed on Jesus.

A Student Publications
Survival Guide
by Ciera Horton ‘17

There are many things I learned through running not one,
but two student publications at the same time.
It was in my senior year at Wheaton. I was an English
Writing major, with a strong love for fiction and a budding
interest in journalism. I had already agreed to work as Editor
in Chief of Kodon, Wheaton’s literary journal, and I had hired
a powerhouse staff to oversee the editorial process.
But then I heard that there was no one lined up to be
Editor in Chief of The Wheaton Record in the spring. I was just
coming off a journalism internship with WORLD magazine,
in which I worked as a full-time reporter and spent several
weeks based in D.C. with the Washington bureau. After weeks and months filled with journalism and
conducting interviews, churning out news stories for daily deadlines, I couldn’t resist looking into
applying for this new job. After all, I was only taking eight credit hours.
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But could I manage both jobs? I asked myself.
As it turned out, I did survive running both publications at the same time, while also applying
to MFA programs, finishing my thesis, and planning a wedding. But none of that would have been
possible without my two dedicated, loyal, and relentlessly hardworking staffs, the behind-the-scenes
crew who make the publications thrive.
So what did I learn through running both a newspaper
and literary journal?
1) The similarities outweigh the differences.
The Wheaton Record and Kodon, on the outside, seem
quite different. The Record is a weekly periodical newspaper.
It bears the responsibility to chronicle student life and
campus activity. Like any collegiate newspaper, The Record
strives to be both a training ground for students interested
in the media, as well as a watchdog and written campus
forum, a way for students to engage in dialogue and debate.
Kodon is Wheaton’s literary journal, a celebratory
showcase of student art and writing. But I contend that the
objectives of both are really quite similar. Both publications
simply strive to represent student voices, whether through
opinion columns, film reviews and news stories, or through
paintings, poetry, and memoir.
Acknowledging the similarities inspired me to create
ways for the staffs to work together, showing students that
they, too, could be both fiction writers, poets, artists, and
journalists, designers, or copyeditors.
2) Collaboration is the key to creativity.
A word I used frequently with both staffs was
“intertextuality.” It’s a term that my Wheaton English
degree has instilled in me, and it refers to the way different
texts relate to one another and enhance their meaning.
From my perspective as editor of both student publications,
intertextuality meant the way that both Kodon and The
Record can be in conversation with one another.
One of my goals for the year was to provide a space
for the staffs of The Record and Kodon to work together.
Given my love for The New Yorker magazine, I turned
to its pages for inspiration and realized that we could
create a completely unique version of The Record by
collaborating with the Kodon team. For the final issue of
The Record—which we named The Wheatie—we redesigned
the newspaper to look more like a magazine and we
included several pages worth of Kodon work, incorporating
student art, fiction, poetry, and creative nonfiction into the
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newspaper in a beautifully unifying project which has never been done before at Wheaton.
3) Working for a publication requires the intentional dedication of time.
Editing, like writing, is messy. It takes more than you think you can give: more energy, more
emotion, more time.
The most important part of managing both roles was setting aside both office time and rest time.
As writing and editing became my full time job—constantly balancing my thesis, with editing Kodon
and The Record, applying to grad school, and fostering my own writing projects—I had to safeguard
the space to continue my artistic work. Sometimes, that meant saying no to larger undertakings.
Mostly, it just meant managing a staff and delegating, preserving the time for my writing life and for
rest.

“Allow yourself the freedom to have big ideas and
give yourself the chance to make it possible. Surround
yourself with a great team and depend on their talents
and abilities. Have grace, show grace, work hard, rest
well,” said Ciera Horton ‘17.
My staffs truly carried the weight when my weeks were clouded with busyness and deadlines.
And with every big idea I threw at The Record—covering the presidential inauguration live from
D.C., attending Final Four with NCAA press passes, going to an interfaith conference in Atlanta—
the staff showed up strong. And with every new and unconventional vision for Kodon—filming live
music videos, including works in translation, and publishing with The Record—the team turned the
challenges into triumphs.
As I prepare now to enter graduate school at the University of Central Florida’s MFA in Creative
Writing program, I am confident that the student publications at Wheaton have prepared me well. I
have learned how to edit and be edited, how to cast a vision for a publication and bring it to fruition.
These skills and experiences are invaluable.
So to the rising staff of The Record and Kodon, my one charge for you is this: allow yourself the
freedom to have big ideas and give yourself the chance to make it possible. Surround yourself with
a great team and depend on their talents and abilities. Have grace, show grace, work hard, rest well.
And you just might survive your year of student publications.
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Wheaton in England 2017
Next Wheaton in England Trip Planned for
2017
In the summer of 2017, Dr. Jim Beitler and Professor Nicole Mazzarella will be leading the biannual Wheaton in England program, where students will study English while traveling. The program
is eight weeks long, six of which are abroad. They will take classes like Romantic Literature, Lewis and
Tolkien, and Literature and Place, all of which will provide opportunities for travel to influence study.
They will visit London, Oxford, Edinburgh, and the Lake District, and will take shorter trips to Bath,
Tintagel, York, Dover, Canterbury, Stonehenge, Chawton, and Tintern Abbey.
WiE 2017 outside the Marion E. Wade Center
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